This is an extra credit problem set (total credit = 0.5 of one problem set) concerning the final three games of the current scheduled baseball season between the Boston Red Sox and the New York Yankees.

At the start of the last three games of the season, the Red Sox are behind the Yankees by one game. In order to go into the World Series playoffs, the Red Sox must be at least one game ahead of the Yankees at the end of the weekend. Consider the probability of a Red Sox win against the Yankees in a single game to be given by a probability mass function (PMF) having, before the start of the weekend series, equal likelihoods for the Red Sox win-probability values of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. Use news reports of the outcomes of the games in answering the questions below.

1. What is the event tree for the possible outcomes of the three game series?

2. As the weekend's games are played-out, show how the Red Sox' win-probability PMF evolves as new evidence concerning their ability to win against the Yankees is revealed?

3. How does the probability of an overall Red Sox win of a place in the World Series playoffs change as the series evolves?